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Value Education WorkshoP

Sharing, EmPathY and ComPassion

Guest Lecture Hall

78.B.2Ol7/ Ist Period

Class X(A-D)

Student's Workshop

OBIECTIVEiIi:-

. To inculcate the values of sharing, compassion and empathy among the students.

. To makr: the:;tudents understand these human values and reflect the same in their everyday life'

. To build a meaningful and democratic personality and contribute to the process of nation - building.
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Name of the ActivitY

Theme
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Date / Duration
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Accession Dossier
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DESCRIPTION:-

with the aforestated objectives in mind, a Value Education workshop on "sharing,Empathy and

compassion,, was conducted by the students of class X c. students, collectively and individually as

well as with their peers in other classes present in the workshop, could successfully deliver the message

that compassion and empathy were essential human qualities that allow one to feel, understand and

respond to the sufferings of others. They enable individuals to enter into anci maintatn reiationships oi

caring and:;[ritrinq. The ability to care has been identified by Martin Heidegger as a fundamental

a:;pect of human condition. To express and deliver these wonderful messages in the workshop, children

included a s;eries clf activities e.9., video clips, gameS, raps/ PPTs' etc' The audience, which included all

class X students ;lnd their class teachers, applauded the meticulous way in which the workshop was

organised arrcl the precision in which it was delivered. In the end, all shared their commitments that

they will not only cherish these fundamental morals but also will execute in the respective

circumstanc(ls as responsible citizens of the society'
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